1974 BULLETIN BOARD =

THE WOODEN HEAD = 
NO OMEGA = 
NO APOSTASY = 
THE SHIP IS = 
SHIPSHEP = !!!

LETTERS ............... 

S.D.A. BUDDHA - SPIRITUALISM :::

Now that EXORCISM - POSSESSION - MESMERISM - HYPNOTISM
MIND-CONTROL - PSYCHOLOGY - PSYCHIATRY - MIND-SCIENCES
are arousing more ± more Interest throughout the World -
"Now it's Respectable To Believe In Those "OCCULT" Ideas!"
Now it's Official. Research in Psychotronics. Soviet Union is
taking a prominent part. "THE OCCULT" - unexplainable
happenings - anti-scientific - unexpected help - unexplainable
mental (and other) POWERS DO EXIST! Therefore "NN
will issue a series of reports on PSYCHOTRONICS from now
on." p.3. NORTHERN NEIGHBORS - the Communist Organ in
Canada. May 1974. 35¢ or $2.00 a Year. Box 1000, Graven-
hurst, Ont. POC 1G0.

WERE THE TESTIMONIES RIGHT ??? That this would sweep
the World and go like an Express Train - ??? And we will
have to deal with it "FACE TO FACE." EW 88,262.

And NOT like that dumb Adventist Preacher has been tell-
ing you. Some stupid "Fox Sisters" - "Knockings."

If you had read the Testimonies OBJECTIVELY, and FOR
YOURSELF = you would have seen the Fox Sister's show
was only the: "BEGINNING" of what would come in ever-
"NEW ± PLEASING" forms. And in "EVER CHANGING FORMS".
So that "Voices" from "Outer Space" tell them HOW to
construct special RADIO-RECEIVERS to tune in on Wave-
lengths direct from Satan-the-Devil! And Spirit-visit-
ants would come in "FLYING SAUCERS!" Even if Old Nichols
of the R&H did Pooh-Hoo it and could "PROVE" there was
nothing to it by inquiring of the American Air-Force!
(Why not ask them about OCCULTISM in general? Is there
some hidden passage in the Bible or Testimonies that
God's people are to inquire of the ARMY or did she
say the ARMY is SHOT-THROUGH with SPIRITUALISM ???
This is where your Leaders go to Inquire?IT:363-366.)
Why not inquire about "FLYING SAUCERS" from GC 624?
Or do you prefer Old Maxwell and his SPIRITUALISTIC
BOOK? FREE! "FAITH FOR TODAY" - Box 100, Thousand Oaks,
Calif. 91360. "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST."

"MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST" - like a Hole in the Head:
Where are you "DUMB DOGS THAT WILL NOT BARK" against
that SPIRITUALISTIC DECEPTION OF ALL TIME!
OLD JERUSALEM was destroyed because: "The Temple courts were polluted with merchandise ± ROBBERY." 8T:67.
"This people is before us as a WARNING... "Is it not because there is a God in Israel, that ye go to INQUIRE of BAAL-ZEBUB the god of EKRON?" 2 Kings 1:3." 8T:68-9.

Then go on to 8T:92 and Read: "It is high time that we understood what spirit has FOR YEARS been controlling matters at the R&H Office... the most subtle phase of SPIRITUALISM... placed before the Workers... The R&H Office has been DEFILED as the Temple was DEFILED, only the result has been TENFOLD MORE DISASTROUS... "Ye have made it a DEN OF THIEVES." Matt.21:13. WORSE even than the DEFILEMENT of the Temple... His institution made a DEN OF THIEVES." 8T:92.

This was 1901. Put into the Book - 1904. In 1903 she said Jones ± Waggoner had gone over to the "ALPHA of Apostasy." Series B2:53. (That is why they tried so hard to get these Series B out of sight! For how could they explain WHY they went along with Jones ± Waggoner into the ALPHA of Apostasy which was going into the OMEGA?)

Our having these ORIGINAL BOOKS printed made them change their Tactics. Now we have SM 1:203. (Printed 1958.)

Now we have the forced ± grudging ADMISSION that Jones ± Waggoner went over to "LIVING TEMPLE" and stayed with it till the Day they Died! 1966 OLSON BOOK "Through Crisis To Victory" - (BBH-$5.00) p.302-320.

Another 1888 Cat out of the Bag = FROMM BOOK = 1971. "Movement Of Destiny" (BBH-paper-$5.00) p.524.

(The things we had been saying for over 20 Years! Finally ADMITTED! Jones ± Waggoner fell like a Ton of Bricks for Kellogg's "LIVING TEMPLE." Actually Waggoner's wife (new Wife!) brought it with her from England! Yet the Pacific Press printed the Jones Book 1905! REEKING with: "I AM SAVED!!" "I AM SINLESS!!" (Brinsmead ± Wright.) No Wonder that same Press would print the English-Jew philosophies in the MAXWELL BOOK 1970.)

CHRIST-MESSIAH to come to set up a "ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT!!" All of God's people, not fully under the Spell of their HYPNOTIC INFLUENCE - should be UP-IN-ARMS! That the World is being led astray - by Seventh-day Adventists into SPIRITUALISM just as EGW said they would!
1883 - The General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists with Headquarters in Battle Creek, Michigan gave Uriah Smith license to CHANGE the Testimonies. See EGW-MESSENGER TO THE REMNANT EGW-MR 65-67,80.
VOICE OF PROPHECY - TREASURE CHEST = VOP-TC 62.

1888 - the Year of the first ADMITTED changed Book. And much of the Fight of 1888 and the Reason to clamp the Lid on 1888.

1882 - the CHANGED early Writings. The "EARLY WRITINGS" does not necessarily mean a BOOK by THAT NAME! It means: "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" - it means the "PRESENT TRUTH" Magazines. It means 1846 BROADSIDE. It means OTHER of the "early writings" that URIAH SMITH shuffled together into a conglomerate called "EARLY WRITINGS" - the one I have bears the Year 1882.

It is said that as Sr. White held this Book in her hands she said, "What have they done to my Book?"

This does not necessarily MEAN that there WAS a BOOK by that NAME before that Time. It only means that she had ordered that Book printed, and as she held it in her hands said, "What have they done to my Book?"

So do not keep Writing to me - asking me for the ORIGINAL BOOK! What we are interested in is the ORIGINAL WRITINGS this Book was COMPILED FROM! Here, there, and everywhere. NEVER put into the form of a Book - before!

IT IS THEREFORE OF THE UTMOST IMPORTANCE TO US
When we see the ORIGINAL = the very FIRST thing that Sr. White put into the "PRESENT TRUTH" Series - Middletown, Conn. August 1849. p.17-24. The first of her Visions appearing in that "PRESENT TRUTH" Publication was p.21-24. (Of the 88 page Reprint if you have one. Who has $500.00 Tithe to have it Reprinted?)

1882 - URIAH SMITH split that Vision of the SEALING TIME, split it RIGHT DOWN THE MIDDLE! Printed the LAST part FIRST and the FIRST part LAST! [Now try + understand it!] Then he took the first Paragraph that held the KEY to Understanding this SEALING TIME VISION, and just threw it AWAY! No need of it! [No Wonder the German Reform is all addled about "Now in this SEALING TIME!" Thinking she meant the SEALING was ON - in 1849! And bending everything to make it Fit!]
(This is ORATOR TYPE - 10 Point.) Have to do this one over and over to make it clear.
This is SCRIPT - 72 Point.)

This is ARTISAN, which = unless you say otherwise, I will use the most.) (What is your Vote?)

What you see in EW 36-41 should be put AFTER what you find in EW 42-45. And besides that, another KEY PARAGRAPH is found MISSING here, that a World-Wide "REFORMATION" (the "AWAKENING!") would take place, a "REFORMATION" from "BAD to WORSE!!" (How absolutely TRUE!)

hat they would wrap about them a RELIGIOUS GARB, but if their Hearts could be seen: "They would appear as BLACK as ever." PT 22. RH Al:9. August 1849.

Another thing the German Reform can chew on, if they think that all this took place in 1849 - another 1849 testimony also about the "SEALING TIME" p.32 gives us the most Important information imaginable = that there will be a World-Wide PESTILENCE leaving DEAD BODIES around the World, so many they will not be gathered, lamented, or buried. That was LEFT OUT of EW 48 but can be now found in full in RH Al:11. September 1849. Do you think it is Important for us to know these things? Do you agree that Adventist R&H Vault Manipulators should keep this Truth from us all this Time? SR. WHITE SAW A MOVEMENT THAT WOULD RESTORE ALL THIS AT THE RIGHT TIME!

There will be a KILLER PESTILENCE in the SEALING TIME! This PESTILENCE will take some of the false Time-Prophets running around the World without a Message! (Is it a 'Message' or a MESS - that tells us NO CHARACTER-NATURE CHANGE POSSIBLE until Maxwell's "CHRIST" comes ???!!!? If you pay God's Tithe to any of that - you deserve any Plagues that come your Way! And that is for Sure!)

The Key-Paragraph LIFTED OUT by Uriah Smith and which might have kept the German Reform in line can now be found in RH Al:9. PT 21. August, 1849.

MISSING KEY-PARAGRAPH:
"The Lord has shown me that it is my duty to relate to you, what He has revealed to me relating to the PRESENT truth, our PRESENT tried, scattered + tempted state, and our duty in view of the COMING Judgments of God." 1849.

THE SEALING BEING A "COMING" JUDGMENT OF GOD!
She wrote in 1849 about "NOW" in the SEALING TIME! She also wrote about the Time of the Plagues, about as far ahead as AFTER the 1,000 years, and as far back as the Destruction of Jerusalem, using the Tense of: "NOW!" Those who are Spiritual will Understand SPIRITUAL TERMINOLOGY, and have no difficulty whatever. She wrapped some over the knuckles on that Point: (Houteff-Nicolici-Doerchler-Schimpf-Hiebert-Wright.)

"The fact in the case is, that in these Visions I was carried FORWARD to the Time when the resurrected Saints shall be gathered into the Kingdom of God. IN THE SAME MANNER the JUDGMENT, the SECOND COMING of Christ, the ESTABLISHMENT of the Saints upon the New Earth have been presented before me. DOES ANYONE SUPPOSE THAT THESE SCENES HAVE YET TRANSPRIED? My adversaries show the SPIRIT by which they are actuated in thus ACCUSING ME of Deception on the strength of a mere 'CONJECTURE.'" WTF 29.

This was an 1851 Statement, showing she had no Sympathy for the many things LEFT OUT by the URIAH SMITH ELEMENT as she covers this to the End of Time with:

"So far from desiring to WITHHOLD ANYTHING that I have ever published, I would feel great satisfaction in giving to the public EVERY LINE of my Writings that has ever been Printed..." WTF 27. 1851 Statement.

(Let the Whites + the Blacks = the Polka-Dots try to Wiggle out of THAT one and frame some Kind of Damnable vault LIE - to WHITE-WASH what they have done!)

WHY IS THIS SO IMPORTANT ???

Because it is right here, right in "NOW" in the SEALING TIME that the SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST + AWAKENING ENEMIE OF THE PRESENT (1974) TRUTH would pry open the Door to the Holy Place, that Jesus has SHUT, and to CLOSE the Door of the Most Holy Place, which He OPENED in 1844! EW

The AWAKENING worked on that since 1958 - finally the ADVENTISTS brought it into the General Conference Session Dr. Leslie Hardinge and not one Peep of Protest around t World! R&D. June 19,1970. p.9. Denying the basic Third Angel's Message and the Sanctuary Truths as part and parcel of bringing in the OMEGA the SIGNS + WONDERS + FALSE "AWAKENING" REFORMATIONS everywhere - just at the Time when their Probation is CLOSED! All this and much more in the ORIGINAL in FULL and is why the Devil was so Hot to get Rid of it!  -5-
"Clothed in a religious garb so as to lull the deceived to greater SECURITY... I saw that Satan was working thru AGENTS... He was at work thru MINISTERS." EW 43.

THIS POWER here displayed, is called: "MESMERISM" and it would come thru "AGENTS" and thru "MINISTERS" and thru "PROFESSED ADVENTISTS." "... just NOW in this SEALING TIME." EW 44. And that this would be taking place: "EVERYWHERE." Until they would bring down "FIRE" from "God" out of Heaven... MESMERISM...MIRACLES." By "... modern Magicians." EW 59.

This "POWER" clearly comes to those who had "LEFT" the Most Holy Place truth and gone and joined the AWAKENERS or ADVENTISTS who made the Holy Place popular! EW 56. EGW-MR 29. 1846 BROADSIDE.

Those who bring down this "FIRE" from Heaven in the sight of men, will not just go about with some stupid "KNOCKINGS" but will have the "Spirits of Devils" appear as "Beloved friends ± relatives" (Even "Mrs. White!") EW 87. This delusion will spread like Lighting or an Express Train, and we will have to meet it "Face to face." EW 88.

THE WHOLE WORLD will be captivated with it ± all except A LITTLE COMPANY." EW 88. Who will be bound together "BY THE TRUTH." EW 88. On a narrow Pathway. THE BEGINNING of which is the SEALING, and the MIDNIGHT CRY. How vital it is to us and for us to sort all these Truths together in our Mind.

AND WHAT IS THE GREATEST TRUTH OF ALL? I will tell you what is the greatest Truth of all = it is the Truth that as the little "COMPANY" of Most Holy Place Philadelphians obeys the Midnight Cry "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" "The LIGHT will shine, and all who are HONEST will LEAVE the fallen Churches, and take their stand with the REMNANT." EW 261. That is why Satan makes such a last ditch desperate attempt:"... BEFORE the Loud Cry... he raises an EXCITEMENT in these religious bodies, that those who have rejected the Truth may THINK that God is still working FOR-THE-CHURCHES." EW 261. (You ponder that one for a long, long Time, and see if you can come up with ANYTHING but just WHAT it is saying!) SG 1:190-1,171-2.

In Publication #302 we sort of ran out of Space, but as we now look again at this Scene... we see Time of Delusion ± Miracles ± Sealing ± the little "COMPANY" who
oppose ± explose the "SNARES OF SATAN" = the Worst of which is the MAXWELL BOOK which so clearly teaches "UNIVERSAL SALVATION" after pages of Sanctimonious 
Slobber ± de emitted Raving about: "... the imminent RE-
TURN of the great Deliverer, the God-man... to be the 
WORLD LEADER." p.48-9. "...at His RETURN... Nobody needs 
to be AFRAID of a KING like this!" (No crying for the 
Rocks to fall on them?) p.58-9.

He will be: "UNIVERSALLY RECOGNIZED... Such is the LEADER who is coming to RULE the World." And at His "CORONATION EVERYBODY [they will?] will CHEER + CHEER + CHEER! They will be so HAPPY... their JOY will be overwhelming and 
UNIVERSAL." p.61,60. "His LOVE for MANKIND is so LIMITE-
LESS!" p.62. [Did you ever hear of such Dog-Puke in all 
your Life?] [Have these people forgotten EVERYTHING in 
the Bible especially as it pertains to BABYLON?] [This is MESMERISM - 7 feet Deep!]

Now he takes after: "... some MISGUIDED person (Sr. White) 
who announces "AUTHORITIVELY that the long-expected De-
lider is coming to a CERTAIN PRIVILEGED GROUP." p.69. 
[Is that not the Teaching of the SEALING ??? Is that 
not Adventist Doctrine ??? Apparently NOT - because.] 
"Every such announcement should be regarded as FRAUDULEN-
Because He comes: "As the WORLD's DELIVERER." p.75.

You can get Crazy as a Bed-Bug, Fornicate until you lose all your Marbles, Dope + Booze + carry on till you land in a Heap in the Hospital or "WILDLY INSANE!" in the Bug-
House. "IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE NOW!" MAXWELL + SHAKESPEA-
+ EASTERN FATALISTIC PANTHEISM - will save you ANYWAY! 
Or perhaps GOLDA MEIR OF TEL AVIV!

"SUDDEN restoration to HEALTH!" "ON A GLOBAL SCALE!" 
"Hospitals + convalescent Homes will be EMTIED!" "AT 
HIS TOUCH!" "Clearing the minds of the INSANE!"[Of the 
insane Adventist that believes this Stuff?] "Not merely 
to raise SOME of the Dead but ALL the Dead!" p.78-9.

(Some of you Adventists - will be Mad as the Devil 
because you know we have been hitting this again and 
again, and intend to hit it again! And so you are ready 
to Scream: "DON'T YOU EVER GIVE UP!!!")

(You Laodicean Adventist = you said the SAME THING about 
DRUGS = others gave up - DON'T YOU EVER GIVE UP!!! Stubbo 
as the Devil!)
(YES! I AGREE! You Laodicean Adventists sure are STUBBORN-AS-THE-DEVIL! Once you launch out through your Pacific Press, through your General Conference, through your largest Telecast Programme, through FAITH FOR TODAY = giving that Book away by the TRUCK-LOADS! And you sure as the Devil! NEVER-GIVE-UP! And you Laodicean Adventist = you know your Leaders only too well = KNOWING they will NEVER-GIVE-UP! So you turn and rend us - since you have NO-CONTROL of your Demon-Possessed Leaders - you turn and DEMAND-US-TO-GIVE-UP! For you know your Leaders NEVER-WILL! No matter how DEAD-WRONG-THEY-ARE! It has become General Conference Policy - and as every knows - THAT is the "VOICE OF GOD" - above the "VOICE OF GOD!" So now God in Heaven must Obey your General Conference of Seventh -day Adventists with Headquarters in Hades or Washington, D.C. and Christ must forget about His SEALED SAINTS but must save all the World!)

Because, don't you see? "We will ALL be changed!" p.80. "That is, the LIVING as well as the DEAD." p.81.
"...by removing from EVERY citizen ALL aches + pains, ALL sickness, ALL sorrows, and ALL fears... EVERYBODY will be happily employed... NO ONE will ever be afraid of ANYTHING or ANYBODY..." p.82-3. (ALL emphasis MINE!)

[And if any are left out?] "They will be LEFT OUT by THEIR choice, NOT HIS." p.84. [Oh? Was it the "CHOICE" of those who BEGGED to be Saved and asked WHEN had they FORSAKEN HIM? And He says as ye have done to one of the least of these My Brethren - ye have done it unto ME! "Depart from Me - ye CURSED!" ] [That is "THEIR" choice?- not "HIS" ??? Just how CRAZY can you get?]

"Nor will He SEPARATE them by religious affiliation... No, indeed." p.85. [Then you mean it makes no difference at all - at all = what "RELIGION" one belongs to? Or if, as the "WILDLY INSANE" p.78. no difference if they belong to NO-RELIGION-AT-ALL! This is real genuine "NEWS" if not "NEW LIGHT!""]

"The Man who soon will RULE-THE-WORLD. [He will?]... He will take over the Government. [He will?]... and set up His KINGDOM....KINGDOM....KINGDOM....KINGDOM....KINGDOM... KINGTON."
p.93. [Yes! 5 "KINGDOMS" on this Page! Sounds like the JW's for Sure! The very same Doctrine! Adventists gone JW! The SECOND-CHANCE THEORY now come Home to Roost!]
"The transgressor is about to meet the great LAW-GIVER over His broken Law. The WRATH OF GOD has long slumbered, but soon, with terrible justice + crushing weight will his WRATH fall upon the transgressor... That tongue that has boastingly + proudly spoken against God's Law, (RDB) ... WILL CONSUME IN HIS MOUTH while he stands upon his feet...

(Do you believe this - Adventist? Or dare you not believe any longer lest dead Maxwell or Froom get you?)

THIS "When Jesus stands up; when His work is FINISHED in the Most Holy, then there will not be another Ray of LIGHT to be imparted to the sinner.

"But Satan flatters some, through his chosen servants, as he flattered Eve in Eden. Thou shalt not surely Die, and tells them there will be a SEASON for REPENTANCE, a TIME-OF-PROBATION, when the FILTHY can be made PURE. The co-workers with Satan + his angels carry the LIGHT into the future age(then called: "AGE-TO-COME." Now the JW's.) teaching PROBATION after the advent of Christ, which de-ludes the sinner, and leads the cold-hearted professor to CARNAL SECURITY. He is careless + indifferent, and walks stumblingly over the hours of his PROBATION.

"The LIGHT is made to reach FAR AHEAD, where all is total DARKNESS. Michael stands up. Instead of MERCY, the deluded sinner feels WRATH-UNMIXED-WITH-MERCY. And they awake too late to this fatal deception.

"This plan was studied by Satan, (and by the General Conference with Headquarters in Hades + Washington, DC) and is carried out by MINISTERS who TURN the Truth of God into a lie." SG 2:275-6. SG 3:134. EW 246. 9T:65. 4T:343. 5T:212. 2T:686,690-2. PP 102-3. GC 321,285.

(BUT FRET NOT AT THE ABOVE - ADVENTIST. IT WILL BE AS OLD MAXWELL SAYS ) [At Christ's coming! The united Teaching of Church + Awakening since the Spring of 1972!] [Both Brinsmead + Wright have accepted this "NEW LIGHT!""]... a radical CHANGE in their minds... don't worry. The OPERATION can be INSTANTANEOUS[GC 471] and painless. ... HARMFUL HABITS... will be broken, THEN + THERE. You will SUDDENLY become a NEW PERSON... all ready for a place in His KINGDOM... A TOTAL TRANSFORMATION will be wrought as the "rebel" gives up..." p.94-5.

(SO LET US ALL UNITE AS ONE - IN THE CLOSING PRAYER:)

-9-
MAXWELL PRAYER: "Come, O Man the world needs most! Come and bring an END to all strife + conflict! Come and make wars cease [He will? He will not come pouring out of the Skies with an ARMY on WHITE CHARGERS and the BIGGEST SLAUGHTER OF ALL TIME! Rev. 19:]

BUT PRAY ON - MAXWELL! "Come and make ALL sick people well again! Come + RESTORE... Come + take over the GOVERNMENT... and COMMERCE! Come and COMMENCE your REIGN of... PEACE!..." p. 96.

YOU !!! If YOU are a man or woman of God = YOU could write a 20-page DENIAL of EVERY ONE of those SPIRITUALISTIC ADVENTIST TEACHINGS + PREMISES!

ECHOED = by HMSR: "ONE WORLD" p. 318-9. [Who is that "ONE GOD" that will be RAVING here for 1,000 yrs?]

ECHOED = by EEC: "No Stranger Now." BLACK MAGIC!

ECHOED = by HWA: Herbert W. Armstrong in "THE GOOD NEWS" May 1974. PO Box 111, Pasadena, Calif. 91123. [Free!] "... shows CHRIST coming as King of kings [exactly the SAME as MAXWELL p. 56-61.] to RULE THE WORLD and to offer salvation + eternal life to ALL the World... So it is AFTER [EMPHASIS HIS! Same as ASM - HMSR - EEC.] So it is AFTER Christ's return to earth, and in the 1,000 year REIGN [MAXWELL p. 41, 58, 60, 61, 92, 93, 96.] with Him, that He will set His hand to SAVE-THE-WORLD!... setting His hand to save Israel and-the-whole-World - during the Millennium... to offer salvation to-the-whole-World... God will set out to save-the-whole-World. Satan will be gone!... The KINGDOM of God is the GOVERNMENT of God which shall RULE all nations." [Emphasis mine.] p. 1-7.

NOT THAT IT ONLY SEEMS TO BE - BUT IT IS THE TEACHING OF JW - SDA - HWA That THEY are the ONLY ones that God has on Earth! That if you JOIN them you are SAFE - SECURE - SAVED! This is the CATHOLIC teaching of "PERFECTIONISM OF THE CHURCH" that has never erred nor could it ever err - according to the Scriptures. GC 57. This leads to perversion of "JUDGMENT" and "WEAKENS" the MIND = the same as does "SPIRITUALISM!" And such given over to that SELF-MESMERISM cannot give the "LAST MESSAGE" "God will not accept them." EW 101-2. See MM89. EW 98-9.

AND THE REASON WHY It is just this very Teaching of: "LOVE UNLIMITED" which was the Doctrine of KD+A. [ASM-HMSR-EEC.] -10- [KDA - 1870 SOP 1:300-6.]
NOW YOU ADVENTIST KNOW as well as I know it, as well as any Student of the Testimonies knows it that this MAXWELL = this JW = this HWA = this HMSR = this EEC looking for BUILDINGS STANDING, HOSPITAL and INSANE ASYLUMS and CONVALESCENT HOMES - with all their LIVING FREIGHT.

Will come DOWN long before Christ comes! They come down at the "VOICE OF GOD!" Which gives the DAY + HOUR of Christ's COMING! EW 34, 41, 272, 285. BUILDINGS are DOWN! ALL LIFE CRUSHED TO DEATH! Any alive call on the Rocks and the Mountains to fall on them! Mountain chains will be sinking, Islands disappear under the Sea!

Do you choose the TRUTH ??? No matter by whom it comes? Or do you choose the SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST ???

We do not deal in CONSEQUENCES - our burden is for YOU to tell the TRUTH even if they KILL us for it - then once you know the TRUTH it becomes either your WORRY or your TREASURE !!! It all depends on how YOU Took at it!

"He that is ASHAMED of Me and my Gospel of him also will I be ASHAMED when I come in the Glory of My Father and the Holy Angels."

THIS IS THE TRUTH: (Accept it or be ashamed of it - it is all up to you!) "In the Day of the Lord, just BEFORE the Coming of Christ, God will send LIGHTNINGS from Heaven in his WRATH, which will UNITE with FIRE in the earth. The mountains will BURN-LIKE-A-FURNACE, and will pour forth terrible streams of LAVA, destroying gardens and fields, villages + cities... Whole rivers will be dried up... dreadful eruptions + earthquakes EVERYWHERE. God will plague the wicked inhabitants of the earth until they are DESTROYED from off it. The Saints are preserved in the earth in the midst of these dreadful commotions, as Noah was preserved in the Ark at the Time of the Flood." 1870 SOP 1:84-5. 4:37-8. SG 3:82-3. PP 339, 341.

ALRIGHT = you Adventists have your Choice.
You have had your choice for a long Time =

(1) Believe the Testimonies.
(2) Believe your Leaders.

You CANNOT believe both. Not any longer.

SEND THESE PAPERS BACK - SCRIBBLE ALL OVER THEM! "NOT WANTED!!! "TAKE MY NAME OFF YOUR LIST!!" God will take your name off his List - the Book of Life! For this is God's TRUTH! -11-
We are not doing this the way we should —— —— granted. We should do it better or different —— —— —— granted. We should show a better Spirit —— —— —— —— granted.

But not such a SICK SPIRIT that we do = NOTHING!
As Luther said: "I hit your spirit on the Snout!"

Does the spirit that controls your Church-Leaders lead them into ALL ERROR? That is the "RIGHT" spirit? BLIND LEADERS OF THE BLIND: "I hit your spirit on the Snout!"

MAXWELL: "The true world leader would... LOVE EVERYBODY in every tribe + nation sincerely, WITHOUT EXCEPTION."
p.36. ["I hit your spirit on the Snout!"]

HMSR: "God so loved" white men, red men, black men, brown men, yellow men, mixed men... all the wretched, degraded, bloodthirsty, fierce, superstitious, war-like, animal-like human beings that ever lived.

"God so loved" what? the civilized world? Yes, and the savage... the Methodists, the Baptists, the Roman Catholics, all Christians in their churches, the Jewish people in their synagogues, the Muslims in their mosques, the pagan and heathen at their cannibal feasts, the skeptics, atheists, and all others - God loves all men.

"Did God love the apostle John? Yes, and Judas. Mary? Yes, and Jezebel... Yes, and Ahab. God loves the people who believe in Christ and those who crucified Him.

[Then I declare that god to be Insane!] It is BUDDHA!

HMSR: "He loves all men - mankind, the world - NONE EXCLUDED. He loves the WORLD [Then why did He say "LOVE NOT the WORLD! For the LOVE of the WORLD is ENMITY with GOD!" I wonder if these people ever Read the Bible!]

HMSR: "He loves the WORLD of SINNERS. The big circle of His LOVE takes us ALL in... You don't have to become good before God will love you... God is not waiting for you to make yourself better so He can love you. He loves sinners just-as-they-are." p.28,32. "THE DAY THE WORLD ENDS." H.M.S.Richards. VOP Box 55, Los Angeles, Calif. 90053. Jan.1,1969. 30,000 copies. [Isn't it a Shame that to reply to this sort of Guff - we only reach 500 - ???]

HOW TO REPLY: Read the Psalms all over again. MARK every time you come to the word "HATE!!" And get your eyes opened once and for all. Then turn to GC 554 and find this irresponsible LOVE-SLOBBER is SPIRITUALISM! ST:540. AA 554-5. PK 141. -12- 1884 SOP 4:374.
THOMAS PAINE = EW 265. "The fact that Satan claims that one whom he loved so well, and who hated God so perfectly, is now with the holy apostles + angels in glory, should be enough to remove the veil from all minds + discover to them the dark, mysterious works of Satan. He virtually says to the World + to infidels, "No matter how wicked you are, no matter whether you believe or disbelieve in God or the Bible, live as you please, Heaven is your home." EW 265.

ARTHUR MAXWELL = Is not the MAXWELL "Book of a New Order" SM 1:204 = doing EXACTLY the SAME THING? Promising the wicked = LIFE? Procrastination. And is the HMSR or the EEC Book one whit Better ???

THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE = the Truths of the Third Angel cluster around the Sanctuary.

(1) There is a SEALING. The SEALING of 144,000.
(2) After which the SANCTUARY is CLOSED which means =
(3) PROBATION is closed. Those NOT SEALED = are given over
(4) To the 7 Last Plagues. There is NO HOPE AT ALL!

THEREFORE THE TEACHING OF ADVENTISTS = now takes away all meaning of the SEALING, and hence the SANCTUARY TRUTHS. For now there is no need to Obey the Angel of Rev. 18 = no need to come out of her, My people. No close of Probation. Casting perfect and absolute CONTEMPT on the HEAVENLY SANCTUARY ministration. Do you See it or do you not See it? How blind can you get ???

NOW LOOK AGAIN = at the Testimonies they deliberately chopped up. THE SEALING TRUTHS - the "CLOSED DOOR" = "Satan was trying his-every-art-to-hold them-where-they-were, until the SEALING was PAST... and they left without a shelter from the burning WRATH of God, in the 7 Last Plagues." EW 44.

It is the Teaching of the MAXWELL BOOK, it is the Teaching of PROCRISTATION, it is the Teaching of: "LOVE UNLIMITED" = it is the denial of the SEALING = that leads to Looking for this FALSE CHRIST to appear to "HEAL" and perform Miracles + Wonders which leads right into THOMAS PAINE UNIVERSALISM- SPIRITUALISM which is the MAXWELL TRAIN now steaming + puffing at the Laodicean Station, waiting to hook on two "AWAKENING" Cars before it takes off into the Adventist Night. See this in EW 42-5, 56, 59, 86-9, 262-6. This is the Hour we have come to. As the Scroll unrolls.
I NEVER THOUGHT I WOULD WRITE THIS - BUT I WRITE IT NOW =
I never thought I would ever list anything as Rotten or as Low = as the senseless Hell-Torment Theory.

But if the English-Jews are right that formulated the "World's Conversion" that Adventists fought in "Facts for the Times" in the 1800's

(A) If all men will be Saved at the last anyway
(B) If there is a "Second-Chance" then why the Futility of this Life - this Vail of Tears? Does that not make this life = USELESS?
(C) If Character cannot be built, formed, cultivated, developed = but "Christ must do it all!"
(D) And if He decides NOT to do it until he comes

Does not the whole thing sound like a SENSELESS, USELESS Life-Style we are going through? If nothing is done now, but must be done TOO LATE - after PROBATION is CLOSED?

(1) Either that is as SENSELESS a God as the Hell-Torment Monster, as unfeeling to human Woe as a Crocodile
(2) Or else Satan has his Agents turned loose in other areas of Blasphemy, as well as the Hell-Torment one. One could match the other for sheer SENSELESSNESS.

IF YOU ARE TIRED of reading SENSELESS MAXWELL or HMSR Books, believe it or not - you could get a real Spiritual lift out of: "UNDERSTANDING THE BIBLE" - World Wide Publications, 1313 Hennepin Ave. Minneapolis, Minn. 55403.(May be free as a Billy Graham Crusade Edition. But if you do have to pay for it, it is well worth it.) John R.W. Stott.

The insipid Adventist books, clearly calculated to win friends + influence people - therefore the ADMITTED attempt to teach: "IN COMMON" with them. But we never
Thought they would ever teach "IN COMMON" with the JW's and HWA. But then - THAT happens to be the Teaching of the JEWS who want to set up that "ONE-WORLD-GOVERNMENT" in Tel Aviv! Read Maxwell's book again and find his obsession and INVOLVEMENT in setting up the State of Israel! (If you read between the Lines, p.90-1. And don't you believe ONE WORD that this was about any "Calendar Change" - an Adventist Red-Herring to cover up what they are REALLY up to - to RULE-THE-WORLD!)

Therefore who wants any SEALING? Any mere 144,000 ? Let us WIN-THE-WORLD! "PSYCHOLOGY" is the channel thru which Satan comes to Seventh-day Adventists! 1T:290-7.
SPIRITUALISM.
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Apostles of claim to heal.
Army Officers use spirit communications.
Now appears in Christian guise.
Self-servers fall for.
Charms and Mesmerizes.
Bible interpreted to suit carnal heart.
Binding men in bundles to burn.
Breaks down all moral barriers.
Changing its form better to deceive.
Christian Science is form of.
Churches invaded by.
Churches will accept.
Hell-Doctrine foundation of.
Diseases will be healed by believers in.
Emmanuel Movement (Yahivism) is pleasing
form of. Swedenborg. (See Library.)
come from demon gods.
deny deity of Christ.
make Christ appear to be common man.
place God on level with spirits.
reject God's Word as idle tales.
set aside God's Law.
undermine faith in Scriptures.
families separated as result of.
ye shall be as gods. (Awakening.)
full in last remnant of time.
popular ministry teaches fundamentals of.
God's people contend with face to face.
imagination + nerves controlled by.
exert their power against Law-keepers.
believe supreme nonsense. (Maxwell-HMSR.)
Adventist press printed.
nearly whole world swept into.
no moral bounds set by.
no difference saints or wicked.
opposers of, oppose devils.
Oriental religions form of.
forbidden ground, angels leave to.
multitudes accept as power of God.
represents path to hell as safe path.
Protestants of USA grasp hand of.
with Catholics 3-fold union.
revival of demon-worship in new form.
truth only safeguard against.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GC 589.</td>
<td>Satan appears as benefactor of race.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev.609.</td>
<td>Satan comes in as angel of light.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP 686.</td>
<td>great power just before Christ comes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC 556.</td>
<td>comes through Science so-called. 5T:80.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1T:297.</td>
<td>teachers of come in pleasing manner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED.228. GC 555</td>
<td>all sins committed are innocent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED.227-8.</td>
<td>&quot;I am Saved!! live as you please. (Maxwell.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC 557.</td>
<td>matters not what you believe.  (Maxwell.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC 557.</td>
<td>UNIVERSAL salvation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev.606. PK 210</td>
<td>THEOSOPHY form of unholy slime of not easy to escape.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3T:40.</td>
<td>world about to be taken captive by world taken into snare of.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev.602.</td>
<td>almost impossible to get rid of.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW 92,266.</td>
<td>cannot by own strength.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW 77-8.</td>
<td>former dabbles in not to be ministers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC 558.1T:299</td>
<td>free from no easy matter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW 101-2.</td>
<td>cannot use to teach last Message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1T:301.</td>
<td>confess errors + leave forever.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW 101-2.</td>
<td>damnable heresies brought in by.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW 78.</td>
<td>men meet devils in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3T:485.</td>
<td>increasing in number.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT:428.</td>
<td>lead to presumptuous sins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev.604.</td>
<td>never combat or meet alone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3T:484-5.</td>
<td>seduction of women by.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT:428.</td>
<td>consciences seared by.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH 459.5T:198.</td>
<td>holy flesh by. (FTW Awakening.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3T:485.</td>
<td>will become more frequent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev.595.</td>
<td>coming in among SDA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev.604.</td>
<td>pantheistic teaching are. ALPHA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8T:291. Ev.601</td>
<td>pantheism will go to OMEGA - SDA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8T:291-2.</td>
<td>makes God's grace of no effect. (RDB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH 428.</td>
<td>snare for SDA for last days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM 1:203-4.</td>
<td>Power of found in holy place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM 1:202.</td>
<td>lead SDA to change religion - new books.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW 56. EGW-MR 29</td>
<td>&quot;I had my orders - &quot;MEET IT!!&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM 1:204-5.</td>
<td>philosophy of - NEW ORGANIZATION SDA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM 1:205.</td>
<td>God's people not to join new SDA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM 1:204-5.</td>
<td>do away all sanctuary truths.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM 2:390.</td>
<td>honest leave SDA who deny Most Holy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM 1:208.</td>
<td>this places SEAL on them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW 261.</td>
<td>this causes SHAKING + STRAIGHT TESTIMONY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW 261.</td>
<td>God's special Blessing those who stay on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW 270-1.</td>
<td>platform of -16- Sanctuary Truths.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW 258-9.</td>
<td>16- Sanctuary Truths.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I may as well pause and tell you this Paper is not coming out as intended, nor according to my Notes. This Paper was intended to reply to that Ding-a-ling acting as the WOODEN-HEAD of the R&H where he defends the innocent Sheep of a Church. p.2. May 2, 1974. R&H.

His mode of Attack against the proverbial: "WOLVES IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING" or WHELPS or "PURPLE-HEADS" or whatever "FOUL-LANGUAGE" they employ and to which no one Objects - for is it not a Fact? (In this Case a "FACT" being a Lie + a Half!)

"And they label every innocent mistake as "the OMEGA of Apostasy." This approach is almost a sure-fire formula for obtaining a following." p.2. May 2, 1974. Wooden-Head.

(1) Who is: "THEY" ??? (2) Where is the Proof ??? Just WHO did this? I am somewhat acquainted with "Reformers" and "Reform Leaders" having called the biggest Meeting of said "Reformers" to Oakhurst in 1959-61. And I found one after the other "Reform-Leader" either a direct Decoy for the Church, or an unholy Awe + Fear of the "PHARISEES." NOT-REFORMERS-AT-ALL! And certainly NOT showing any "OMEGA of Apostasy" but trying to Sell us on the Idea of the LUKEWARM CHURCH going to get so HOT = they will bring in: "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES THAT NO MAN CAN" even "NUMBER" !!! This sounds to me like a "REFORM" after the KD+A Type! "The Congregation is HOLY - EVERY-ONE-OF-THEM!" If that is "REFORM" - you can have it! These are but DECOYS for the Church! These are GUILTY of building up the EGO of the Adventist to INSUFFERABLE heights. "VISIONS OF GRANDEUR!" "WE are the ONLY ones!" Ready for "HOLY FLESH" or anything.

(3) It should be Easy - in making a Slovenly + Boorish Statement like that - to be able to "PROVE" it by quoting these Off-Beat "REFORMERS" - where did they SAY that DATE-PUBLICATION-PAGE. But the Adventist Leaders have been getting away so long with their undocumented Accusations = Reformers usually terrified for Fear of the "JEWS" that they fill their Pants + run = rather than stand and Face that LYING, DECEIVING ADVENTIST! Of course, they may have good Cause. The ANDREASENS do not LIVE very long. Or anyone else who says "The Lord dwelleth NOT in Temples made with hands!" (Justification by YOUR OWN Faith!)

(4) "And they label every INNOCENT MISTAKE!!" Well, that is the Statement of the Century! All so: "INNOCENT!!" NO S! JUST A "MISTAKE!!" IF THEY -17- MAKE IT! So "INNOCENT
And the so: "INNOCENT" mistake the Adventists make - is here brushed off like something done on the spur of the Moment but calm reflection sees to it that it is not done again, like Batting a Ball through a Window. MATURITY brings BEETER JUDGMENT.

But KEEPING ON BATTING THAT BALL through one Window after the other and turning like a trapped Rat to DEFEND that Programme into Perpetuity - can no longer be brushed off as some: "INNOCENT MISTAKE."

An: "innocent mistake" is something that will not be done AGAIN - so why Harp on it? FORGET IT! But if that little Bastard does not intend to STOP IT! But if that little Bastard intends to KEEP-IT-UP! We may not Stop at either: "MISTAKE!!" or at "INNOCENT!!"

And to call all these one-time "MISTAKES" by the name of "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!!" Not only do they label: "Innocent mistakes" by the name of "OMEGA OF APOSTASY" but they do this with: "EVERY" innocent mistake.

Being somewhat familiar with these alleged "REFORM WRITINGS" and also the term "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!!" I would challenge the WOODEN-HEAD of the R&H to a Duel with Cow-Dung at 5 Paces to tell us the PAGE - the PUBLICATION - the DATE of these alleged mystical "Publications of dissident groups" who so Label "every innocent Mistake."

**OMEGA OF APOSTASY.**

1. Turning the German SDA Church over to Kiaser Bill.
2. Repeating that again with Catholic Adolph Hitler.
3. The China Division gone Communist. SDA Church
4. paying Tithe to Rumanian + other Communist Govts!
5. Signing over fully to the AMA. Poison Drugs.
7. Unity with + supporting the AWAKENING.
8. Unity with + supporting BILLY GRAHAM - KEY '73!
9. Turning over ADVENTIST URIAH SMITH COPYRIGHTS to Morris Cerullo (Jew) to fire up the JEWS in Tel Aviv to go out and Shoot more Arabs, as well as committing National Suicide by going out to get themselves BUTCHERED by putting into their Head, as they put into the Adventist Head - that THEY are going to WIN! This is one of these "INNOCENT MISTAKES??" i am astounded that you do-admit-a-
MISTAKE for once in -18- your Adventist LIFE!
It was a "MISTAKE" - was it? What an ADMISSION! That
the Snow-White Adventist ever made a: "MISTAKE!!" Albeit
"INNOCENT!!" It was actually a "Mistake?? I wonder if
the Black Hand Gang will get you for that one? For you
must not ever "SQUEEEL" on your own! This is the Code
of the Gang! And the Whore. ADMIT NOTHING! NOT EVER!

(10) Do not even ADMIT there was anything WRONG with the
MAXWELL Book! For you see - the Danger of ADMISSION is
this = they would have to STOP! But since they do not
intend to stop ANYTHING till Hell freezes over what
they do cannot rightly be termed a "MISTAKE" - no, NEVER!
Punk - you made a "MISTAKE" that Time! Will they send
their "HIT" men after you for that one?

(11) So "CRITICS consume TIME - MONEY endeavoring to cor-
rect the Church?? Aren't you slightly mixed-up? Why would
they call a following "OUT" and at the same time try
to "... correct the Church?? Does't make Sense, does it?
Shouldn't it be ONE of the OTHER? This is the Battle I
have had with socalled "REFORM" - right along!

(A) If Reform Leaders say Adventists are "RIGHT" in
Doctrine. (Nagel, Nicolici, Durst, Hiebert, Houteff.)

(B) If they can prove that "SPAWN OUT" means "GOING
THROUGH!! as good as the Adventist can prove it.

(C) If they accept Adventist English-Jew Sophistry right
down the Line so they can do away with ALL the SEALING-
SANCTUARY-SEVEN-LAST-PLAGUES-CLOSE-OF-PROBATION Truths
if they can get Rid of all that with one Swipe of a
MAXWELL PEN, the Pacific Press, Faith for Today - and
get, bribe, or intimidate the AWAKENING as they tried to
come at me from 4 Adventist directions to bury me in a
Law-Suit so they can go on with their: "MISSION '73!!"

Let's stop and look at that one - WOODEN-HEAD! Reformers
are wasting all that "TIME + MONEY" to an unprofitable
and unfruitful cause - WHAT-A-SHAME! If only they would
give it ALL - to the WOODEN-HEADS - who would "INVEST"
it - perhaps "DEDICATE" it - to a BIGGER-THAN-EVER BILLY
GRAHAM EVANGELICAL SHOW: WHAT A PROFITABLE INVESTMENT!
Or was that one of those "INNOCENT MISTAKES??" That the
full Autumn Council ADMITTED WAS A MISTAKE, and the same
space in the R&H was reserved for "POPE INNOCENT" to ADMI
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS DOWN THE 'KEY '73' DRAIN and NOTHING
to show for it! So this Laodicean Beggar is coming cup
in hand - BEGGING for MORE MONEY - ALL MONEY - to Rebuild
the Battlements of JERUSALEM as HISTORY IS REPEATED!

-19-
Was it wise to remain in - or wise to "go ye out!"

Was the destruction of Jerusalem a solemn warning to modern Israel?

"They are acting WILDLY in the erection of BUILDINGS whose towers reach high into the Heavens. Their minds are FILLED with SCHEMES + AMBITIOUS DEVISING. God is bidding every one of His ministering servants:"CRY ALOUD, SPARE NOT, lift up thy voice like a TRUMPET, and SHOW My people their transgression, and the house of Jacob their Sins." Isa. 58:1...

"The sermons preached by some of our Ministers... a TAME, POINTLESS MESSAGE, which lulls people to SLEEP... My heart is filled with anguish... THE MINISTERS ARE ASLEEP, THE LAY MEMBERS ARE ASLEEP... Soon an awful SURPRISE is coming...

"A BEWITCHING influence seemed to be passing as a WAVE over our people... This is a species of IDOLATRY... GOD CANNOT... protect those who are working contrary to His will... JERUSALEM is a representation of what THE CHURCH WILL BE if it refuses to walk in the Light that God has given... Let a CHURCH become PROUD + BOASTFUL... and THAT CHURCH will surely be LEFT by the Lord, to be brought DOWN to the ground... it will bring upon us the SAME PERILS that fell upon ancient JERUSALEM... "How is the faithful City become an HARLOT!'... a place whence the divine presence + glory have DEPARTED!" 8T:31,36-7,51,67,127,134, 250.(and 100 more! No WOODEN-HEAD would believe it!)

"The critics may view with ALARM and see only the failure of their Brethren..." p.2. R&H. May 2,1974. (NO - we see no failure of "BRETHREN!!") We reject any such Term for RAVENING WOLVES - slavering at the Mouth - seeking whom they may Devour! Those are NOT our: "BRETHREN!!" Get close to them, close to the HOLLOW FANG of their NEEDLES, and say as Christ said it: "GENERATION OF VIPERS!!!" "SERPENTS!!" "How can ye, being Evil - escape the DAMNATION of HELL??"

"And thou, Capernaum (Seventh-day Adventists EGW)... shalt be brought DOWN TO HELL!" RH A3:69. Aug. 1,1893. DA 489.

Sure have to be a slick Shyster to give that any other Meaning than the Lord gives it through His Holy Spirit. And 4 Adventist Cells can move in and try to put an End to this Press - but the Press is running, and will be running, God willing - while some of these Laodicean Shysters are long DEAD! And this I know for SURE!
How does a man have to Sear his Conscience as with a Hot Iron, to take on the Job of being a WOODEN-HEAD of any Department of that Church? To have only one Duty - snarl and snap and bite at anyone who sees any "INNOCENT MISTAKE." "CRITICS who CONSUME" and are: "OBSESSED." And they invariably call for "SEPARATION FROM THE CHURCH" and in doing so "This approach is almost a sure-fire Formula for obtaining (Means) (and) a Following." p.2.

For some Ding-a-ling to write like that 20 years ago that is one thing. But for some 1974 Ding-a-ling to be given an Assignment "HIT the Reformers again!"

And so Sick + Reeling under Adventist Drugs or Tranquilizing Sermons (any real Difference? One as big a Poison as the other) too bone Lazy or incapacitated to THINK for himself

But just pore over old NICHOLS R&H writings, as he set the Pattern for Year after Year after Year of this Guff= that might have passed some time back but not in 1974!

SOME FACTS - SOME HISTORY - SOME SDA'S:

1955-1957. Events took place that gave birth to the QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE Book. FROOM + ANDERSON followed the lead of UNRUA (German "Restless soul.") into Dialogues with BARNHOUSE-MARTIN. And the ensuing pledge to teach "IN COMMON" with the EVANGELICALS, chief of whom is BILLY GRAHAM. (SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINES 1966.)

1957-8. ANDREASEN launched an Attack against this move and change of Teaching + Books. ANDREASEN being the Authority on the SANCTUARY and the first one to be able to Reply to: BALLANGER-TREFTS-HOFFMAN-SAUNDERS-PESTEMAN BURNS-RADER-MATTEI-PRICE-JONES-WAGGONER-"GATHERING CALL" and other false accusers with their dangerous Premises that made the 1844 Sanctuary Truth of non-effect. The Key Light from ANDREASEN was that "HOLY PLACE" in the Bible does not necessarily mean "COMPARTMENT" but could and did often mean: "PLACE." The "PLACE" where the entire Sanctuary rested was "THE HOLY PLACE." "BOTH COMPARTMENTS TOGETHER!" This took the Big Wind out of the Sails of the Enemies of the Third Angel's Message which is a Message of the MOST HOLY PLACE. EW 254-6.

1958. NELLIE BREWER re-printed the ANDREASEN LETTERS.

ANDREASEN asked her to Stop. And turned it over together with his Mailing List - to HUDSON. Not knowing that HUDSON had the same ROGERITE leanings.
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1959. HUDSON printed the ANDREASEN LETTERS.

1960. HUDSON pulled a surprise Rabbit out of his Bag.
"THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT" magazine, strangely the
SAME size + pages as FROOM's SDA MINISTRY magazine.
FROOM being shown unholy Awe by ALL the "AWAKENERS"
that HUDSON suddenly Featured.

PESTES - who gave up the Testimonies entirely.

WRIGHT - went into "HOLY FLESH" with the "SINLESS"
teaching of "I AM SAVED" JONES - who passed
that on to BALLANGER in the MARLOWE THEATRE, Chicago.

JONES - passed from "I AM SAVED!" 1893 to "LIVING TEMPLE"
1903. ("MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" - FROOM p.524,352.)
Later advanced to "I AM SINLESS!" "THE WAY TO CHRISTIAN
PERFECTION" SDA Pacific Press - 1905. And stayed with it
till the Day he Died. (OLSON - p. 302-320.)

HOLY FLESH - INDIANA-1900. BALLANGER advanced from deal-
ing in the "POSITIVE" JONES to "HOLY FLESH"
"SINLESSNESS" (GROTHEER-"THE HOLY FLESH MOVEMENT" $3.00
PO Box 237, Florence, Miss. 39073.) HOLY FLESH being
INSTANTANEOUSLY receiving the "NATURE OF ADAM BEFORE THE
120,233,254. (To come again just before the Close of Pro-
bation. "PERFECTION in the Flesh" "NOTHING WANTING!")

1960. ANDREASEN seeing where HUDSON was going - demand-
ed his Mailing List back. As the Author-
ity on the Sanctuary, he was not about to attack the
Adventists for Christ carrying on a USELESS + SENSELESS
Mockery for 1800 years = obtaining "NOTHING!" And then
turn around + lend his name to this Gang that finds:
(A) Justification by Faith in the "OUTER COURT!"
(B) Sanctification in the "HOLY PLACE!!"
(C) No one goes into the "MOST HOLY PLACE" until the
alleged:"JUDGMENT-SEALING TIME!" (ETERNAL PURPOSE 201)
So in the meantime the Slaves to their own Abuses
came "TO" + "AT" + "ABOUT" the Sanctuary. But REFUSED
to go "IN" even though the Door was Open since 1844!
ANDREASEN, the Authority on the Sanctuary was not
about to lend his name to something WORSE than the
Adventists had advocated. Anyone reading his "LETTERS"
would know he was not quite that "WILD-EYED" "LUNATIC
FRINGE" or "IRRESPONSIBLE" altho the Adventists so
Branded him. -22-
I WAS THERE at the General Conference Session at Cleveland, Ohio and was astonished all the Workers I personally knew from all over the World - no matter what remote Corner they came from - they ALL shrugged ANDRAESEN off as being in his Second-Childhood; poor man! Senile! Character-Assassination being their Specialty. They have not lost the Knack. Seems they are Improving.

1966. ANDRAESEN not there to bother them any more - FROOM was now Free to carry out his Promise to teach "IN COMMON" with the EVANGELICALS of whom BILLY GRAHAM was the Chief. SDA MINISTRY magazines reported: "The things wherein we DIFFER are PAST - DEFINITELY PAST. And that is as it should be." WEEKS-FROOM Report - 1966. This was the RED-LETTER DAY they shot down the Angel of Rev.18. And decided to fulfill GC 444-5. Also 464-473. Ready for 608.

1969. AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION to teach, not only IN COMMON with EVANGELICAL BILLY GRAHAM (Featuring Billy Graham and "I AM SAVED" in "SIGNS OF THE TIMES." Rushing the New York Center to completion to turn over to Brother Billy's Crusade to train 1,000 to 1,500 "USHERS" including SDA SEMINARY ANDERSON to bow down for Brother Billy's converts + pray with them !!!! (Does no one seem to care? "To place emphasis on the noncontroversial truths shared IN COMMON (such as What?) with ALL CHRISTIANITY." p.20. R&H Dec.18,1969. (This is to "create a public IMAGE" = (you sure it is not the "IMAGE TO THE BEAST") and to "REACH THE MULTITUDES!!") (I wonder Why? All I ever read about was "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK!!" But then they forgot to Print that one for 25 Years!)

1970. Things are moving pretty fast now. BRINSMEAD has most all the "REFORMERS" bottled up, WRIGHT picking up a few left-overs - this was the Year to really finish the Job. THE INFALLIBLE WOODEN-HEADED "REVIEW" not one Protest around the World to this Date! A Repeat of what is shown on p.22 under 1960. A Decade of offering the Adventists + so-called Reformers the Worship OUT of the MOST HOLY PLACE = Dr. Leslie HARDINGE. R&H. June 19,1970. p.9. Satan the Devil won again! See EW 56. 1846 BROADSIDE.

1970. Memorable Year indeed! Anything seems to go now. THE MAXWELL BOOK! Two years later Bro. Davis receives a letter from "SIGNS OF THE TIMES" - his two Letters of Protest were the ONLY ONES RECEIVED in TWO SOLID YEARS! Yet the WOODEN-HEADS are Bawling that there is too much PROTEST for "INNOCENT MISTAKES" !!!!
TWO SOLID YEARS of that MAXWELL Book, and only two protests to the "SIGNS OF THE TIMES" the Home of the Maxwellss! And this sort of protesting such SNOW-WHITE SHEEP-SKIN "innocent mistakes" - means at once MONEY flows in and FOLLOWERS spring up from NOWHERE! So says the WOOD-HEAD. If you do not believe it - it is right there R&H. p.2. May 2, 1974.

ONLY TROUBLE IS money + followers DO NOT come flocking in no more than they did into Noah's Ark! It is the AARONS that build a GOLDEN CALF that are the get-the-money Boys. It is the KD+A Editors of the R&H = who Teach "EQUALITY!" Setye yourselves ABOVE the Congregation? "Ye take too much upon you - seeing the Congregation is Holy - EVERY-ONE-OF-THEM!" (If you can Sear your conscience enough to hand them THAT - you could conceivably get the Job of being Editor of the R&H. For that Tribe of Laodiceans will accept NOTHING LESS! If they can find the Sort that will hand it to them as the History (and the JUGMENT!) of KD+A is Repeated just before the Close of Probation. 1870 SOP 1:300-6,297.)

AND IN CASE YOU ARE INTERESTED this handing out Bouquets to the Wicked, and Brick-Bats to the Righteous just could be the Sin against the Holy Ghost! PP 400-5. WTF 14. LLM 232. GC 28,378. 5T:120. 2T:39. TM 65,97. TM 161,294. 8T:95. DA 321,324. SG 3+4(2) 76. PP 580,635.

WHO IS GOING TO WIN ??? Things are moving with the Speed of Lightning now.

(1) 1973 - Oct.4. Something like RDB obtaining COPYRIGHTS and R&H ARTISTS to set up that "REVELATION" thing of his. See much the same thing - "GOD'S PREVIEW OF THE FUTURE" - The amazing Prophecies of the BOOK OF DANIEL = Morris Cerullo World Evangelism, Box 700, San Diego, CA. 92138. (See 2 pages from Back-Cover = COPYRIGHT PERMISSION from "THOSE TIMES." And other COPYRIGHT PERMISSIONS as the SDA CHURCH makes the "innocent Mistake" - WHITE as a Wooley little SHEEP = to Sic the English-Jew Dogs of War to Napalm + Slaughter in the Name of the Adventist god !!! "The objective that Morris Cerullo has set is to place this Publication in-every-JEWISH-home-in-the-HOLY(?) LAND." (Same page.)

THIS FLAMING ROCKET of the "HEALING" + "SUPERNATURAL" "CHARISMA OF THE SPIRIT" demonstrations such as never seen on Earth before! I knew this would not come -24-
I KNEW THIS COULD NOT COME = on the SUNDAY-KEEPERS + HELL-BELIEVERS + PORK-EATERS until those, knowing better, BOW DOWN IN THE FIRST VACATED EMPTY-AS-THE-TOMB APARTMENT.

Amazing amount of:"LIGHT" - true. Coming to USA 1974!
Amazing amount of:"POWER" - true.

"Then SATAN would breathe upon them... in it there was LIGHT and much POWER... I saw one after another LEAVE the COMPANY who were praying to Jesus in the HOLIEST, and go and JOIN those before the (vacated) Throne - and they AT ONCE received the unholy influence of SATAN." 1846 BROADSIDE. EW 56. EGW-MR 29. (The most important Publication ever Printed. Only 250. We have already sent out 2,000.)

THIS SHOWS WHO GETS THE POWER !!! And what they have to do to get it! Just go and bow down with the AWAKENING in 1958-1974, or the Adventists in that little Snow-White "MISTAKE" in R&H. June 19, 1970. p.9. General] Conference Session. Dr. Leslie Hardinge. Once they go over to that it seems they never come back. SATANIC-POSSESSION + POWER WATCH THEM GO TO TOWN NOW THAT THE R&H RELEASED THEM-1970

"... and ask for MIRACLES to establish them in DECEPTION! ... in our ranks. Those who have much SELF-CONFIDENCE... who had a great deal to say about HOLY FLESH. These were carried away by a SPIRITUALISTIC DELUSION... Their assertion that they are SINLESS is FALSE and should NOT be received... This is a SNARE of Satan... God does not recognize their "LOVE"; for it is a delusion of the Enemy. God has given these persons LIGHT, but they have refused to accept it." Ev.594-7. See 600,604,653,599.

"It is stated in the Word that the enemy will work through his agents who have departed FROM the Faith, and THEY will seemingly work MIRACLES, even to the bringing down of FIRE out of Heaven in the sight of men." SM 2:54

"Fanaticism will appear in the very MIDST of US." SM 2:95

It will go like an Express Train. We will have to meet it "FACE TO FACE." It will come from those who worship OUT of the Most Holy Place. All this + more in EW 88-9,261-3.

THE ONLY ONES IMMUNE FROM IT will be a "LITTLE COMPANY" bound together by the TRUTH - who give the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY of WARNING to the LAODICEANS. EW 88,260,270-2,258-9.

"These works of apparent HEALING will bring Seventh-day Adventists to the TEST!" SM 2:53,50,147,24,95,100.
We need an ANCHOR! EW 256. -25-
I WILL TELL YOU NO MORE than is here revealed, so do not write to me for more information now. For the protection of those who have to sleep beside their presses with loaded guns, it is enough what I tell you here. If you want to know more about this Adventist English-Jew conspiracy that has taken over control of the Adventist Church

"LIFE" magazine. I think it is September 1972. Ask for "LUSITANIA" number. Find out for once in your life WHO started the WORLD WARS. Souvenir number. Only one to a customer. $1.00. (If they are out you could try used magazine places.)

Written by RELIGIOUS JEWS to counter the BOLSHEVICS from RUSSIA-RUMANIA-POLAND. "NONE DARE CALL IT CONSPIRACY" Run-away-best-Seller. 3 for $2.00. CONCORD PRESS, PO Box 2686, Seal Beach, Calif. 90740.

ROBERT L. PRESTON BOOKS. "How to Prepare for the Coming Crash" - "Wake-up America" - $2.00 each. WAKE-UP PUB. Co. PO Box 150, Provo, Utah. 84601.

"THE MYTH OF THE 6,000,000." $2.00. NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE CHURCH, PO Box 3247, Hollywood, Calif. 90028.

"THE DICTOCRATS" - $1.25. The National Health Federation, PO Box 688, Monrovia, Calif. 91016.

IN THE SEALING TIME expect strange developments.

(1) It must "BEGIN" with the House of God.
(2) We are prone to think only of the sealed SAINTS.
(3) But for every SAINT - there will be 100-200 + MORE that will be sealed over on the WRONG SIDE!
(4) Did you ever think about THEM? In our very Households! Possessed by the DEVIL - FOREVER! What will they DO - how will they ACT?

(A) They will find SPIRITUALISM out of the Most Holy.
(B) They will go to those who "SELL" - no one is OUT-SELLING = Morris Cerullo today!
(C) They will clasp the hand of ROMANISM.

WHAT IS THE REST OF THIS TESTIMONY THEY REFUSE TO RELEASE?

"We have come to a time when God's sacred work is represented by the feet of the image in which the iron is mixed with miry clay. ("WE ARE THE CLAY!") The mingling of church craft + state craft is represented by the iron and the clay. They have invested their strength in politics, and have UNITED with -26- the PAPACY." BRISBIN 58.

SDA - SPIRITUALISM - PROTESTANTISM.

MAXWELL = made the first move to UNITE with the CATHOLICS. I sent this Publication to my BROTHER. (I thought it would be WITHDRAWN by the AWAKENING as they WITHE TRACT. So I have enough, more than enough - for everyone who writes for:"PRESENT TRUTH - THE OUTSTRETCHED HAND." (Maxwell + Papa Pope.) If you want more than one - you will have to give a good Reason.) ADVENTIST + ROME.

MAXWELL = my Adventist BROTHER, trying to prove me WRONG, that Maxwell did not lose all his Marbles, sent me "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST!" DARING me to find something WRONG with that marvelous Book! That is how I came to know of the Book. I found something wrong in the first Page and every other Page. Still finding things wrong. If "CHRIST" comes to "SAVE" the Hopeless + the Wicked = then the SEALING goes down the Drain! Has NO MEANING-AT-ALL! There goes the entire Third Angel's Message - SANCTUARY and all! SPIRITUALISM if you ever heard of it!

KEY '73 for the first Time in History. FALSE PROPHET
FROG - SPIRITUALISM POWER-POX HEALERS - CATHOLICS -

"When Protestantism (SDA) shall stretch HER hand across the gulf to grasp the hand of the ROMAN POWER (NUSSBAUM-BEACH-HEGSTAD-MAXWELL-ANDERSON), when SHE(SDA) shall reach over the abyss to clasp hands with SPIRITUALISM (POWER-PO when, under the influence of this THREEFOLD UNION... then we may know that THE-TIME-HAS-COME for the marvelous workings of Satan + that the END is NEAR." 5T:451.

THEN EXPECT THE WOODEN-HEADS =
"Men of position + reputation will JOIN with the LAWLESS + THE VILE to take counsel against the people of God." 45
"THE MARK OF DELIVERANCE will be set upon the men who KEEP God's Commandments..." 5T:451.

1968 = MAXWELL to the Pope!
1970 = MAXWELL and "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST!"
      The JEWISH hope!
1973 = The ADVENTIST + SPIRITUALISM = POWER-POX JEW!

1973 = the Adventist (GC 444-5) egged on BILLY GRAHAM egged on MORRIS CERULLO = egged on the JEWS in TEL AVIV! -27-
contacted an influential man of noble stature in a Key-position in the USA. ADVISED him to see the ARABS. In almost no time he was on a Jet-flying to meet a Top Arab Official, re-layed a Message to me from the Plane, that they appreciated my Plan-Sentence for Sentence - Paragraph by Paragraph. Almost sooner than it takes to tell = they are buying RADIO-TELEVISION TIME + STATIONS = PRESSES

MY PLAN WAS . spend 1¢ for EDUCATION for every 99¢ for ARMAMENTS = tell the WORLD + tell the JEW = that he is NOT-GOING-TO-WIN! Finally 40 years of dedicated Study = paid off! How it will be carried out = I am not free to tell. In fact - I may have little or nothing to do with it. THE-SPewn-OUT-JEW-IS-NOT-GOING-THROUGH •!!!
IT IS A KINDNESS to tell him this. Before he causes another 40,000,000 DEAD-AROUND-THE-WORLD •!!!

As we tell the Adventist - STOP! BEFORE YOU ARE SLAUGHTERED •!!! 5T:211-2.

MY MESSAGE TO THEM = I told them of a PROPHET and a PROPHECY. Kept HIDDEN by the Seventh-day Adventist Church. I will not go into details here.

I told them to COUNTER-ACT the destructive INFLUENCE of the Seventh-day Adventists uniting with that POWER-POX JEW to fool all the JEWS in ISRAEL. To let the JEW and the WORLD know what EGW wrote in RH A3:336-8,343-4, 532. Dec.13,1898.

YOU WILL HAVE THE MOST OF IT if you turn to your DO 628 bottom of the Page "The people have looked to themselves."

Fry apart "THE.... PEOPLE" and slip in "JEWISH."

That is the Word the R&H "JEWS" took OUT! Put it BACK in and see what will happen to the "JEWS" as a Nation!
PREDICTED years before there was any SIGN of a JEWISH NATION! That this JEWISH NATION AS A NATION would come to an END - just as the SDA Church as a denomi-NATION is coming to the SAME END! Is it a Kindness to TELL them? Or to let them go on into NATIONAL SUICIDE? This Message is NOT to them as a people, it is only to ONE INDIVIDUAL here, and ONE there. SALVATION always HAS been an INDIVIDUAL matter. "WE ARE NOT SAVED IN GROUPS."

EC 490,622,233.

-28-
Dear Bro. Hoehn:

You will be thinking I have vanished somewhere, but no — I am still here... hurrying to get the weeding done... We have no Spring or Autumn here, but straight from Winter to Summer...

Report #271, Dec. 22, 1972. "The Third Angel's Message + the Close of Probation." Here you mention about 3 BABYLON. There are definitely THREE. ROME is the FIRST. Rev. 17. (GC 382, 237, 248.) The Protestant Churches of America are next, Rev. 14. (GC 383, 389, 425, 436.) And then the AMALGAMATION of all Christendom, ROMANTISM in the OLD WORLD, and APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM in the NEW, which is called: "BABYLON THE GREAT." Rev. 18. or, as Paul calls it, "THE GREAT APOSTASY."

In TM 31-62 in the chapter: "THE REMNANT CHURCH NOT BABYLON." If you read on page 49 you will see quite clearly that these men + their associates were not calling the LAODICEAN Church "BABYLON", but the FAITHFUL ONES...

"... there were those who were listening to the suggestions of Satan... that the very people... WHO-ARE-TO-RECEIVE-THE-LATTER-RAINF and the glory that is to lighten the whole earth, were BABYLON. (Was that in 1893?) TM 49.

Now we know at that 1888 Conference, the message was rejected by many, and these men were not calling the whole church BABYLON. Elder Butler... realized that if the 1888 Message was accepted that it would cause a Split in the Church, and he didn't want it, but God is certainly bringing the Split or Separation now + the work is closing for the church whether they believe it or not. I wrote a Pamphlet on "THE REMNANT CHURCH NOT BABYLON" years ago and explained this... I have none left...

Sr. White wrote very clearly, "When anyone arises, either among us or outside of us, who is burdened with a Message which declares that the "PEOPLE OF GOD" are numbered with BABYLON"... etcetera... "We are not to think that the CHosen ONES of God who are trying to walk in the LIGHT compose BABYLON." TM 61.

"The whole world IS-TO-BE stirred with enmity against Seventh-day Adventists[the True ones], because they will not yield homage to the Papacy, by honoring Sunday." TM 66.

But we know she said one Class - LAODICEANS - would keep Sunday + that right soon — 29— without any forcing
or threatening. (They would VOLUNTEER to do it! GC 608. 5T:463. They would be: "THE MOST BITTER ENEMIES of their FORMER BRETHREN." GC 606-8. There are always two Classes. PHARISEES + CHRISTIANS - yet BOTH were JEWS! "Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS." They are also known as "WISE" and "FOOLISH" Virgins. NO DIFFER- ENCE CAN BE SEEN. COL 408. Until they SPLIT!)

Christian Greetings in the Blessed Hope,
Elizabeth Hort.

FROM AN ELDER: REAL NEWS !!! March 11, 1974.
Not all go along with the MAXWELLS =

IS THIS AN ADVENTIST - A JW - HWA - OR A JEW ???
IS THIS YOUR RELIGION - ??? THESE ARE BRETHREN ???

"But perfect + lasting peace is possible. We can have it in OUR lifetime... The first step toward lasting peace could well be to stop treating the Bible like a collection of myths or fairy tales... [LOOK WHO'S TALKING??] !!!

"Jesus has offered to come back TO the earth and take over the reins of human government. Surely all Christ- ians can JOIN TOGETHER - whether Catholic or Protest- ant, liberal or conservative - in praying for this hap- py event. There are no DOCTRINAL roadblocks to this sort of ECUMENISM, are there? (Emphasis mine.)...

"WHEN HE RETURNS "the meek shall inherit the earth;
(or Thousand times 10 Thousand RAVING MAD DEMONS ???)
"
... and shall delight themselves in the ABUNDANCE OF PEACE." Psalm 37:11. AND AT THAT TIME, when "the king- doms of this world are become the kingdoms of our Lord," and "of the increase of his government + peace there shall be no end." Revelation 11:15; Isa.9:7...

"Glorious, wonderful day when Jesus reigns supreme ON earth! Then, at last, we shall have PEACE that lasts - for ever." LAWRENCE MAXWELL. Signs Editorial. April '73.

ELLEN G. WHITE - MESSENGER TO THE REMNANT
"Watchman, what of the Night?"...Everyone is to have the Armor on, PREPARED... to lift the Standard + give the WARNING,"Behold, the Bridegroom cometh; go ye OUT to meet Him!"

-30-
LAWRENCE MAXWELL - SIGNS OF THE ADVENTIST TIMES
APRIL FOOL DAY - SIGNS EDITORIAL - APRIL - 1973:
"When He RETURNS... AT THAT TIME... Jesus reigns
supreme ON earth! Then, at last, we shall have PEACE
that lasts - for ever." Lawrence Maxwell. (Written
AFTER a WARNING from C.F.Davis! SIGNS - April '73.)

ELLEN G. WHITE  "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" Many who
HEAR the Message - by far the greater
number - will not credit the SOLEMN WARNING... MINISTERS
will warn the people not to listen to them...

"COME WHEN IT MAY, the Advent of Christ will SURPRISE
the FALSE TEACHERS who are saying, "PEACE & SAFETY;"...
(5T:211) (DUMB DOGS who will not BARK at BABYLON, but
who want to form an ECUMENICAL UNION with the WOLF-PACK:
(As they did in KEY '73! Hence this APRIL FOOL SPECIAL!),

"... the FALSE TEACHERS who are saying, "PEACE & SAFETY.
... Thus saith the Word of Inspiration,"SUDDEN DESTRUC-
TION cometh upon THEM."(and they shall not Escape)... NOW is the Time... to AROUSE from their SLUMBER...
NOW is the Time... without delay secure OIL." TM 233.
(What is OIL? Ask for 10 Virgin Parable.) TM 234.

FROM ANN DEMICHAEL LETTER: "They hate him that rebuketh
in the Gate, and they abhor him that speaketh uprightly
Amos 5:10.

QUESTIONS and ANSWERS

WHY IS A PERSON SEALED ??? Well I think it is for
Standing (EW 69) for the TRUTH. (ADVENTIST= is this so?

THEN WHAT A CHEAP EXCHANGE - TO DEFEND THE MAXWELLS -
DEAD OR ALIVE for God's own TRUTH! The Plan of Salva-
tion calls for CONFESSION OF SIN - personal Sin - corpo-
rate Sin. It should be EASY to admit some one else's SI.
The SIN of your Church-Leaders! Who OPENLY ADMIT their
LOVE OF THE WORLD! Which is EMINITY with GOD!

This is a: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" Production.
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